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3. Timeline: Finish by summer 2012

4. Rationale: This is an offshoot of ARIC proposal 1811.

HS-TnT and NT-proBNP have been shown in ARIC to be important biomarkers for CHD and HF risk. Manuscript 1811 is relating these markers to cause-specific mortality. One finding of 1811 is that TnT and NT-proBNP are positively associated with stroke mortality, with HR=3.3 (1.26-8.7) for highest vs lowest categories of TnT and 10.4 (2.26-
47.7) for highest vs lowest quintiles of NT-proBNP. Thus, we want to determine whether the association exists between these biomarkers and stroke incidence in addition to stroke mortality.

Generally TnT is considered a marker of ischemic cardiac myo-necrosis and NT-proBNP is a marker of volume overload. These underlying conditions could contribute to stroke risk, as the heart can be a source of thromboemboli to cerebral vessels and volume overload could lead to stasis and thromboemboli as well. Other mechanisms can be postulated, such as vascular inflammation, given that Ballantyne showed CRP was related to stroke in ARIC. However, it is also possible that these two markers would not reflect any causal process, but would rather be markers of general stroke risk or the result of uncontrolled confounding.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
TnT and NT-proBNP are independently and positively associated with stroke incidence.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Study design
- A cohort analysis of participants who attended ARIC visit 4

Exclusion
- Participants with missing data for hs-cTnT, NT-proBNP at visit 4; participants who report a race other than Caucasian or African American; participants with stroke prior to visit 4

Exposure
Hs-cTnT, NT-proBNP measured from plasma samples during the ARIC visit 4

Outcome
- Incident stroke after visit 4

Other variables (confounders, mediators, or potential effect modifiers)
- Stroke risk factors identified in other ARIC reports, including age, race, sex, lipids, BP and antihypertensive use, BMI, diabetes, smoking, CRP, LpPLA2, atrial fib, eGFR, etc.

Statistical analysis
Hs-cTnT will be modeled as both a continuous and as a categorical variable reported in categories from undetectable levels to ≥ 0.014ug/L. NT-proBNP will also be modeled as both continuous and categorical variable reported in quintiles.

Cox proportional hazards regression will be used to determine the hazard ratios of
incident stroke by hs-cTnT or NT-proBNP. Analysis will first test for interactions by
gender, race or hypertension status; stratified results will be presented if there is
interaction. If effect modification is absent, age, gender and race will be adjusted for as
confounders in a minimally adjusted model 1. In the 2nd model, other covariates will be
adjusted for. We will also run models considering both markers together, to test for
synergy, in relation to stroke incidence.

In addition to total stroke, we will also examine ischemic stroke as a subset. If numbers
permit, we will examine lacunar/nonlacunar, embolic, and hemorrhagic subtypes also.
Rebecca’s hypothesis is that they will relate strongest to embolic stroke, if numbers are
adequate and that there may be an interaction with atrial fib.

If there is an association of significance for either biomarker, we will consider examining
if they improve the ARIC risk prediction score (AUC/NRI, etc.).
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